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Logical stimuli-triggered delivery of small molecules from hydrogel biomaterials†
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Stimuli-responsive biomaterials are useful platforms for environmentally triggered drug delivery. By varying the molecular architecture of orthogonal stimuli-labile linkages between small molecules and non-degradable materials, we demonstrate the Boolean logic-based release of model therapeutics from gels. Programmable responses are demonstrated for materials sensitive to input combinations involving enzymes, chemical reductants, and light via YES, OR, and AND logic gates.

Disease dynamics and the vast benefits of localized therapeutic activity necessitate development of smart drug delivery platforms with biologically defined release profiles. Stimuli-responsive hydrogels provide an isolated aqueous environment that can protect and stabilize its payload until liberation is triggered. Delivery of cargo larger than the mesh size of the hydrogel network (e.g., cells, proteins) can be obtained through physical entrapment within biodegradable constructs. As unbound small molecules freely diffuse through the hydrogel mesh, their controlled release can be achieved through tethering to non-degradable hydrogels via scissile bonds. While hydrolysable linkers can extend delivery from gels, smart material systems whose cargo release is triggered by specific environmental stimuli may provide new opportunities in personalized medicine.

Towards the advancement of intelligent drug delivery platforms, we recently introduced a modular synthetic strategy to formulate biomaterials that degrade in response to precise combinations of user-defined inputs following Boolean logic. In this approach, stimuli sensitivity is programmed into materials by specifying the molecular architecture and arrangement of orthogonal degradable groups within hydrogel crosslinkers. Here, we extend this biocomputational approach to govern the logic-based release of pendant small molecule cargos from non-degradable gels through molecularly defined stimuli-degradable linkers (Fig. 1).

Non-degradable hydrogels were formed through a strain-promoted azide–alkyne cycloaddition (SPAAC) between a four-arm poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) tetra-bicyclononyne ($M_n \sim 20 \text{ kDa}, 2 \text{ mM}$) and a linear PEG di-azide ($M_n \sim 3.5 \text{ kDa}, 4 \text{ mM}, \text{Method S1}$†) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, pH = 7.4). The copper-free SPAAC click chemistry enables uniform hydrogels to be formed rapidly and in a bioorthogonal fashion.

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: 10.1039/c8bm01304g
‡These authors contributed equally to this work.

†These authors contributed equally to this work.

Fig. 1 (a) Small molecules conjugated to hydrogel biomaterials through degradable linkages of defined molecular architecture undergo triggered release in response to precise combinations of environmental inputs following Boolean logic. (b) Disulfide-, –GPGIWGQ– peptide-, and ortho-nitrobenzyl ester-containing linkers are cleaved in response to TCEP, MMP-8, and light, respectively.
nal fashion, permitting encapsulation of living cells and bioactive therapeutics. Monofunctional azides present at low concentrations during gelation are stochastically incorporated as pendants with minimal impact on final network structure and mechanics, enabling logically releasable small molecules to be tethered into materials at user-specified concentrations.

Owing to its similar size and hydrophobicity to many common small molecule therapeutics, fluorescein (FAM) was chosen as a model cargo for logic-based release. The inherent fluorescence of FAM ($\lambda_{\text{ex}} = 495$ nm, $\lambda_{\text{em}} = 530$ nm) increases monotonically over a wide range of concentrations, permitting the quantification of pendant release from gels by measuring the fluorescence of the supernatant.

To enable the environmentally triggered release of small molecules from non-degradable biomaterials, we introduce stimuli-labile bonds between the gel-anchoring azide and the cargo (Fig. 1). The controlled connectivity of multiple degradable groups gives rise to pendants whose release is governed by Boolean logic. Though any orthogonal combination of stimuli-labile moieties could be utilized, here we exploit those susceptible to three distinct reaction classes: (1) a disulfide linkage is chemically cleaved by reducing agents, (2) the peptide sequence is enzymatically degraded by matrix metalloproteinase-8 (MMP-8), and (3) an ortho-nitrobenzyl ester (oNB) undergoes photolysis upon exposure to UV light ($\lambda = 365$ nm).

By combining Fmoc solid-phase peptide synthesis with subsequent chemical modifications, we created pendants consisting of FAM linked to an azide through at least one degradable bond.

Gels (10 $\mu$L formed in 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tubes) each containing one of the various releasable FAM pendants (25 $\mu$M) were washed with and maintained in buffer that supports MMP-8 activity (100 $\mu$L, 200 mM sodium chloride, 50 mM tris, 5 mM calcium chloride, 1 $\mu$M zinc chloride, pH = 7.5). Samples receiving the reductive input (R) were treated with tris (2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP, 2 mM) and incubated overnight at 37 °C. To quench any unreacted TCEP, these samples were further treated with hydroxyethyl disulfide (5 mM in buffer) prior to incubation (4 h, 37 °C). Gels receiving the enzyme input (E) were subsequently treated with recombinant MMP-8 (12.5 ng mL$^{-1}$, 20 h, 37 °C). Samples receiving the light input (P) were subsequently exposed to UV light ($\lambda = 365$ nm, 20 mW cm$^{-2}$, 10 min). All pendants were treated in triplicate with each of the eight possible input combinations (i.e., E, P, R, ER, EP, RP, ERP, N for no treatment). Following treatments, gels were incubated for three days prior to fluorescence analysis of the gel supernatant. To account for differences in initial pendant concentrations and variations in their non-specific release (typically 5–20% of the formulated FAM), extent of release was normalized between 0% (corresponding to no treatment condition) and 100% (corresponding to treatment with highest release) for each pendant.

When a single degradable moiety is incorporated between the azide and the small molecule, FAM release is governed as a simple YES gate (Fig. 2). In the presence of the proper stimulus, this linkage is severed to permit free diffusion of the cargo.
from the gel. We synthesized and tested YES-type pendants to deliver FAM in response to UV light, MMP-8 enzyme, and chemical reductants, respectively denoted as FAM-P, FAM-E, and FAM-R (Methods S2–4†). These FAM pendants behaved as expected, where YES-gated release occurred only when the relevant cue was present. The high triggered release specificity demonstrates orthogonality of the employed degradation chemistries.

Two degradable linkers connected in series between the azide and the small molecule cargo forms the basis of a Boolean OR gate (denoted with logic symbol ∨) (Fig. 3). In this case, cleavage of either degradable bond will result in small molecule dissociation and release from the gel. We created and tested OR-type pendants that release FAM in response to enzyme OR reductant (FAM-E ∨ R) as well as enzyme OR reductant OR light (FAM-E ∨ R ∨ P) (Methods S5 and 6†). In each case, gel treatment with any of the programmed inputs induced small molecule release. Differences in apparent release are partially attributed to FAM’s environmental sensitivity,33 where solution conditions and substituents can affect fluorescence.

A Boolean AND gate (denoted with logic symbol ∧) is obtained when multiple stimuli-labile bonds connect the material and the small molecule payload in a parallel fashion (Fig. 4). In these systems, the cleavage of both degradable groups is required for cargo release. We synthesized and analyzed FAM release from AND-type pendants that respond to enzyme AND reductant (FAM-E ∧ R) or to light AND reductant (FAM-P ∧ R) (Methods S7 and 8†). In each case, small molecule release was enhanced in treatment conditions involving both programmed inputs. While FAM-P ∧ R exhibited modest undesired release when treated with either P or R, FAM-E ∧ R behaved fully as expected by cleaving only in response to treatments including both E and R.

To demonstrate that logic-based responsive pendants could be utilized to obtain sequentially triggered release in response to staggered inputs, we synthesized and functionalized gels with FAM-R ∨ P (Method S9†), which is released upon exposure to reductant OR light (Fig. 5). Cylindrical gels (10 μL) of uniform thickness (0.5 mm) were first exposed to collimated
light (P) through a chrome mask containing an array of closed squares (edge length = 250 μm, interspacing = 250 μm), creating a mask-defined pattern through selective FAM release. Gels were subsequently treated with TCEP (R), resulting in complete programmed release of all remaining pendant from the material. Gels were fluorescently imaged before and after each treatment, and results matched expectations based on the pendant’s programmed response. Furthermore, small molecule release from gels containing FAM-R/P accompanied reductive or light treatment, as expected (Fig. S1†). Such sequential delivery strategies may improve disease treatment by providing additional control over complex small molecule release.

Conclusions

In this work, we have introduced the first modular strategy to release tethered prodrugs in response to precise combinations of user-defined environmental inputs. By varying the molecular architecture and connectivity of multiple stimulilabile moieties between materials and small molecule cargos, we have constructed a suite of smart biomaterials that perform biocomputation to release model therapeutics following Boolean logic. OR-gated response enables multiple characteristics of complex tissue disorders to be exploited for therapeutic delivery. AND-gated systems can increase target specificity by requiring the presence of multiple disease hallmarks. We expect that the introduced platforms sensitive to MMP-8 and/or chemical reductants will be useful in targeting the tumor microenvironment, where each cue is over-expressed. Photoresponsive systems can be externally triggered to provide spatiotemporal control over small molecule release.

Though our efforts have focused on polymeric hydrogels sensitive to input combinations of enzymes, chemical reductants, and light, the modularity of the approach – whereby overall response is dictated by the identity and connectivity of various stimulilabile bonds – should enable the creation of a near-infinite number of responsive materials that sense a wide variety of inputs (e.g., pH, alternative enzymes, small molecules). We anticipate that these platforms will be highly applicable in targeted drug delivery, molecular diagnostics, and tissue engineering.
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